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Tinkle meaning in oxford english dictionary

verb[intransitive, transitive]Verb forms feature simple I/you/us/tinkle he/she/she/tinkle over simple tinned past tinned participle -ing tintinno shape jump to other resultstinkle (something) to make a series of light sounds and ringing highs; to do something produce this soundA tinkled bell as the door opened. The water was tinkling in the
fountains.tinkling laughterS tinkled the ice in the glass and took a sip. Word Originlate Middle English (also in the sense 'tingle'): dating obsolete tink 'slit or clink', of imitative origin. See tinkle in the Oxford Advanced American Dictionary Nearby words Tinkertoy tinkle noun tinkle verb Tin Lizzie noun in boxed polar bear noun From the topic
Animals B2 Oxford Learner's Dictionaries Word of Day 1Make or cause to make a light, clear ringing sound.no object 'fresh water tinted in the stone fountains''popped caps and tinned glasses''the maid tinkled a bell''tinkling laughter''I heard laughter like small tinkling bells next to me and looked up.'' The hall fell suddenly and completely
silent, except for the sound of lightly tinged glass and wine dripping down the wall. Exclamations of joy came in one voice, whose oppressive laughter tinkled through the clear, mountain air. He took great satisfaction in slamming the door so that the house trembled, the vase on the windowsill shook and the light glass shadow tinkled
gently. In the complete silence of the room, small tinkling sounds could be heard at the window. My visit coincided with the world barbell canoe championships and my ears were full of the sound of the manic and tingling ukuleles. He looked up like the bell tinkled against the glass of the front door. Across the street, he heard sweet tinkling
laughter. Fragments of tinned glass on the stone floor in a deadly rain. It was the sound of glass, tinkled in such a mass sounded like crashing waves on a beach. The men watched as he made his way to the church, ran a bicycle resting on the side of the building and disappeared along Main Street, ringing the bell to make everyone
heard. His golden eyes also shone in the dark, his black collar around his neck swinging an old tag and a small tinkling bell. Beggars sitting here and there, shouting or tinkling a bell to capture the compassion of the innocent. On the East Gate, under tinkling bells and round lanterns, the men had come to sip tea, puff cigarettes and play
drafts. He tinkled the bell sitting on his desk, with invective, until the sound of quick footsteps could be heard and some hard at the door they led to the maid's arrival. The fresh air dyed my face as I got out of trento's car. A small brass bell tinkled a welcome, and the door, closing, closed the clamor of the road. It's light and tinkling, like a
stream to match his eyes. Bill stroked his fat envelope that tinkled with the sound of money. I'm going to make a series of brass bells that,, home the sound of cows coming home at sunset. I needed tinkle''And she didn't want her mother to hear her tinkling. Access 1Aggredi a physical attack. He pleaded guilty to assaulting a police officer
and was sexually assaulted as a child. He pleaded guilty to assaulting the sergeant on June 24. A teaching assistant has been cleared of assaulting a teenager who bombed his home with snowballs. One of the allegations was that an educator was still using corporal punishment and had recently assaulted students by slapping and
punching them. But her character towards her quickly changed when she began to attack her regularly, including her punching in the stomach that caused her to lose their baby. The gang attacked the couple with clubs, pliers and a tor peat. Several activists were even attacked by delegates who punched and kicked them before the
Secret Service arrested them. In August last year, staff were threatened by armed men and customers lying on the floor by four men who stole thousands of pounds and assaulted a worker. She also assaulted a woman by slapping her when she refused to give him money. The men attacked the guards, beating the male to the ground and
kicking and punching him as he pointed a gun at him. Apparently, on Sunday, August 18, he attacked his wife, beating her pretty badly. Police were today hunting two men after a man was brutally assaulted and passed out outside a nightclub. Groups of teenagers slapped or otherwise assaulted unsuspecting members of the public and
recorded the incident on their mobile phones. When military forces assault civilians, commanders often try to prevent the media from telling true stories with images and words. The Commission is considering the introduction of legislation that considers it a crime to hinder or attack any emergency worker who carries out his work. Police
today retraced the steps of a vicious gang that attacked two guards before breaking into a security van for thousands of pounds of cash. The militants attacked company executives and extorted money they claimed was compensation for unfair dismissals. As a teenager, he faced his first court ruling after assaulting the local parish priest.
In the downtown parking lot, Alice was attacked, shot down and her bag was stolen. The plaintiff was a police officer who claimed that another police officer had sexually assaulted her while they were both off duty. strike, physical attack, shots aimed at, slap, slap, beat, thrash, spanking, thud, fist, cuff, swat, knock, rapsesexual assault,
abuse, harassing, rape, interfering with Vista synonyms Viewing trends use for: All years Last 10 years Last 50 years Last 300 years Definition of origin of tingling by Collins Collins Dictionary New from Collins Subscribe to our Newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates and offer Subscribe From filk to derp:
discover the latest words added to the Collins Dictionary Why do we need to keep adding new words to the English language? Can't we deal with the ones we already have? These are reasonable questions, but the fact is that the new words continue to enter the language. To illustrate why this happens, let's take a look at a cross-section
of the words that were added to the Collins Dictionary this month. Read more New Hope for New Year's Eve is traditionally when we stare firmly ahead in hope, having cast a look back at the year just ended. Which, despite the negatives, have seen a healthy increase in good neighbourliness and kindness as demonstrated, for example,
by caremongering. Read also Dismay to think this Christmas I don't know about you, but I'm already salivating to the prospect of Christmas food. The first bites begin in early December with the nostalgic rush I have to spot mixed nut mesh bags for sale. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary apps -
available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And most importantly it's ad-free, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more Word lists We have almost 200 word lists from various topics
such as butterfly types, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Impress your friends with your new knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, language insights, offers, and contests every month. Read more Scarab score for 'tinkle':10 noun [usually singular] jump to other results (even tinkling
[singular,oxford Collocations Dictionaryadjectiveverb + tinkleprepositionSee full voice (English English, old-fashioned, informal) a (informal) an act of urinating word originating middle English (also in the 'tmicolio' sense): frequenting obsolete tink 'play or clink' , of imitative origin. See tinkle in the Oxford Advanced American Dictionary
Words near tinker verb Tinkertoy tinkle noun tinkle verb tin lizzie noun polar bear From the topic Animals B2 Oxford Learner's Dictionaries Word of the Day falsefalseView as: Keywords: Quotations: $Revision$Origin: Formed within English, by compounding. Etymons: cock n.1, fuck v.1, tail n.1Etymology: &lt; o rooster n.1 or cock v.1 + tail
no.1, then lit up. or a tail like that of a cock or a tail that gets pissed off; both influenced different uses of the word. Compare previous (rare) cock-tail adv. Use mixed denoting drinks. The origin of sense B. 3a is much discussed and discussed. Probably developed from the senses A. 1 and B. 1, the semantic motivation is probably a mixed
drink, especially one in which a spirit was diluted with other ingredients, was not a thoroughbred or good breeding, or otherwise lacked social correctness. Other specific senses. In sense A. 2 from the Latin scientific fucoides caudagalli, name previously given to the organism whose signs were thought to be the imprint (see note in the
sense). In sense A. 3 perhaps connected with the use of the Cocktail as the nickname of the Furnace Hill area of Sheffield (which is also mentioned in the source from which 1888 is spoken in the sense A. 3); there is unlikely to be any connection between this sense and this sense B. 3a.(Show minus) B. n. I. Senses denoted an animal or
(in prolonged use) a person.†1. II. A mixed alcoholic beverage and derived senses. 3. 4. figurative and in extended use.1870 E. P. Hingston Genial Showman 99/2 Your card game, cocktail-drinking Californians!1893 Philadelphia Inquirer (Morning ed.) July 4 2/6 Many indigestion attacks are due to the cocktail habit.1910 Sat. Evening Post
September 3 10/1 He followed his thumb through the whisky and cocktail list on the fare bill.1958 M. Stewart Nine Coaches Waiting vi. 73 The entrance to Seddon with the cocktail tray interrupted us.1988 Sydney Morning Herald (Nexis) August 2 (Good Living section) 1 This attractive restaurant.. features an extensive cocktail menu.2005
City News (Brisbane) November 17. 5/3 (caption) Ready to shake it with the best cocktail makers.1870-2005 (Hide quotes) C2. 1932 N.Y. Times July 22, 30 American names were present [at the show].. What. Casino' and 'Dividend' for its Sunday night and cocktail attire.2014 N.Y. Times (National ed.) Nov 20. Receive an invitation to a
nice dinner and the dress code was crystal clear: black tie or cocktail attire.1932-2014(Hide quotes)1908 Dominion (Wellington, N.Z.) May 26 8/6 The blessings of modern civilization. Metal roads, reinforced concrete bridges, electric trams, cocktail bars.1934 W. Plomer Invaders xiv. 262 What visitors took to be a proven cocktail bar.. to be
a gramophone.2014 London Evening Standard (West End Final ed.) Oct 9. 42/1 A new cocktail bar with modern, interactive and fresh bespoke cocktails created with local, seasonal and homemade ingredients.1908-2014(Hide quotes)1907 in J. A. Chaloner Scorpio App. 42 You can't beat the alcohol game ... I cancelled my commitments
on the cocktail circuit.1946 N.Y. Times 7 Mar. 23/3 The main scene of the story.. is in the countryside somewhere on the commuter cocktail circuit near New York.1978 Washington Post (Nexis) July 21 c1 The liberal-minded diplomat.. whose accommodating manner had graced the Washington cocktail circuit.2011 Fodor Montreal &amp;
Quebec City 92 Montreal's nightlife swings with a robust passion; from the early evening.. circuit of after work, at the concerts and dinner clubs slightly later.1907-2011(Hide quotations)1940 New Horizons 26/2 November Dedicated to the proposal that.. the wealth of the privileged should perish, the image ends. Based on the cocktail
culture of our society.1976 Aging 44/1 social conditioning in a cocktail culture also plays an important role in getting people to drink ... 'Drinking is portrayed as a social virtue.'2010 New Yorker May 10, 21/1 The Manhattan Cocktail Classic brought together mixologists, academics, and boozehounds for conferences, workshops, and other
events celebrating the revival of cocktail culture.1940-2010(Hide Quotes)1921 Fort Wayne (Indiana) Jrnl.-Gaz. 4 September 17/3 (title) The cocktail dress mixes Paris.1935 Times 2 Oct. 17/4 An elaborate bespoke dinner ensemble in heavy satin and full-length skirt.. makes a contrast to the cocktail dress that keeps the skirt at about 12 in.
from the ground.2015 Wall St. Jrnl. 14 Feb. d1/2 A Balenciaga cocktail dress.. blends old Hollywood structured satin with a cunningly applied hand fabric with small embroidered diamonds.1921-2015(quotes from Hide)1926 China Press (Shanghai) September 25 14/5 Garbed in a 'frock cocktail', 'Mlle. Flapper' can wave a shaker until the
evening without worrying about changing his attire.1959 Harrods News Summer 5 A matalessé cocktail dress with a scooped neck.2017 Irish Daily Mirror (Nexis) July 19 19 24 Decadent dressing up at Christmas is all about dazzling metallics and sparkling sequins from pretty party cocktail dresses to New Year's Eve dance dress
shows.1926-2017 (Hide quotes)1873 Marion (S. Carolina) Star on September 3. Pour your gin or champagne.. strain into a cocktail glass.. drop in piece of lemon zest, and then swallowed libitum.1907 E. Wharton Tree fruit iii. xxiv. 354 Leaving everywhere in its wake a trail of cigarette ash and cocktail glasses.2014 Daily Tel. 17/5 A dinner
or cocktail dress.1993 N.Y. Times May. 24 Oct. Yves Saint Laurent was only 17.1935-1993 (Hide quotations)1893 Harper's Weekly May 23, 497/1 Sits among his alcoholics at cocktail time.2013 Wall St. Jrnl. June 26 b8/1 As the working day at many tech and media companies extends beyond cocktail time, more and more companies
stock full bars and beer fridges.1893-2013(Hide quotes)1929 Wilkes-Barre (Pa.) Times-Leader 28 June 16/1 (advt.) Party and dance wear ... One and two pieces, some with transparent velvet jackets.1959 Winnipeg Free Press July 11, 13/1 The Bride.. looked glamorous in a white nylon chiffon cocktail dress over white taffety.2013 K.
Kwan Crazy Rich Asians iii. iii. 271 I wore this pretty black and white dress along a cocktail from Reiss.1929-2013(Hide quotations)1925 F. S. Fitzgerald Great Gatsby iii. 49 The lights light up as the earth moves away the sun, and now the orchestra plays yellow cocktail music.1934 Washington Post December 28, 11 Although locally
known for its dance music and cocktails, the weak spot in the heart of Sydney is for gypsy songs.1968 Times 15 Mar. 8 Tinkling Manhattan cocktail music gently creeps into the leather boxes on which two young things are located.2008 Cathedral Music Nov. 14/1 The BBC Messageboard was full of commentary, describing the service as
sentimental mud or cocktail music.1925-2008(Hide quotes)1913 Churchman (Hartford, Conn.) 20 December 845/3 (advt.) Walpole Bros. cocktail napkins.. tea napkins.. dining cloths [etc.].1930 V. Elliott &amp; P. D. Stong Shake 'em Up 14 Cool glasses.., put them in a circle on the tray, take cocktail napkins from the drawer.1965 Ogden
(Utah) Standard-Examiner 26 Nov. was thrown out of court.2007 J. Díaz Brief Wondrous Life Oscar Wao iii. On the 115th he threw her a drink, the glass and then the bag at him... Then let me have it with a stack of cocktail napkins.1913-2007(Hide quotations)1950 Billboard 8 Apr. Pocket mirrors.. Plastic men's combs. Toothpick knives.
Cocktail Parasols.2015 J. Grier Cocktails on Tap (e-book ed) Strain the drink into an ice-filled rock or collins glass. Garnish with cherries and a cocktail umbrella.1950-2015(Hide quotations)1937 Nevada State Jrnl. June 12 3 (advt.) Entertainment by Bill Mosier at the cocktail piano.1951 N.Y. Times 4 Mar. 110 Cy Walter, whose style is
some cut above the 'cocktail piano'.1958 Daily Mail October 7. 8/3 Robin Douglas-Home tinkle his cocktail piano.1994 Wire 21/1 Hollywood proximity invited aspiring black singers to emulate Nat King Cole's success as a Sinatra cuttlefish, cooing blues and ballads on tintinno cocktail piano.1937-1994(Hide quotations)1865 Reader July 8
40/2 Advertising of charlatan medicines, patented skirts, rooster tail powders, bitter plantation.1865-1865(Hide quotations)1926 Cedar Rapids (Iowa) Republican 12 Apr. 9/4 The court martial of Colonel Alexander Williams, raised by his alleged 'cocktail' reception for Brigadier General Smedley D. Butler upon the arrival of the latter
here.1962 Quick Frozen Foods September 121/1 Convention program.. 6.30 pm.m cocktail reception.. 7:30 p.m.m Dinner.. 9:30 p.m. Variety show.1994 Star-Ledger (Newark, New Jersey) November 26. beginning with a cocktail reception at the Mansion itself.2009 N.Y. Times (National ed.) 29 Apr. a lavish dinner and fantastic awards
program.1926-2009 (Hide Quotes)1903 Marion (Ohio) Daily Star February 3 5/5 (advt.) Cocktail sauce by Snider.1922 Good cleaning March 61 A good blend for cocktail sauce is as follows:.. mix a tablespoon of recovery or chilli sauce, a tablespoon of lemon juice,.. and a fourth teaspoon of sauce Examiner Examiner Tasmania) 16
January 12/5 Pour over.. a small cocktail sauce made as follows: Mix half a cup of catup tomato and a fourth cupful of mayonnaise [etc.].1960 M. Patten Kitchen in color n. 25 Prawn cocktail sauce or shrimp cocktail.1994 Which? 19/1 February Sandwich fillings.. Included.. bacon and egg with mayonnaise.. avocado and prawns with
cocktail sauce.2009 Time Out N.Y. 15 Oct. 27/1 Piquillo pepper and green curry majolica offered as complements to homemade cocktail sauce are simply too powerful for seafood this fresh.1903-2009 (Hide quotes)1868 G. A. Room in Notes &amp; Queries 24 Oct. Possessed.. a brace of tall silver cups in which the ingredients of the drink
known as a cocktail. they are mixed, shaken together and then scientifically downloaded.1928 Observer June 17, 15/4 A waiter grimaces tilts his cocktail blender.1993 Martha Stewart Living Dec. 46/1 A stainless steel shaker and cocktail strainer are indispensable for cooling and mixing straight up ordered beverages.1868-1993(Hide
quotations)1921 Times of India July 2 8/1 (advt.) The Conjuring cocktail shaker we offer now makes [sic] Cocktail Shaking absolutely easy.1922 Mod. Stationary 25 Mar. 25 (advt.) Our young gay shooters, trembling cocktails, have a passionate and fresh champion in Dorothy Speare.2014 Wall St. Jrnl. 22 Nov. trembling style and so
on.1921-2014(Hide quotes)1927 China Press (Shanghai) December 11 6 (advt.) For the Christmas table we recommend our beautiful selection of herring boldness such as appetizers and cocktail snacks.1960 N.Y. Herald-Tribune July 19 18/2 Cachita's Banana Chips are.. the latest cocktail snack at the city's delicacies stores.2006
Edmonton Jrnl. May 17 f1/2 It's almost sunset when homeplace ranch cooks set up a cocktail snack buffet on the ranch's long table.1927-2006 (Hide quotes)1928 Daily Mail 22 Mar. and roll around them pieces of bacon, using a cocktail stick as a skewer.1937 'M. Innes' Hamlet, Revenge! i. 22 A lurid-smelling cherry thrown on a cocktail-
stick.2004 Zest 96/2 Wire half the tomato, basil leaves, cubes of mozzarella (or halved morsel balls) and olives on cocktail sticks.1928-2004(Hide quotes)1913 N.Y. Times December 11 7/2 (advt.) Oriental tea tables and cocktails with separate trays.1965 J.M. Cain Magician's Wife (1966) ii. 18 Flanking were two sofas, a cocktail table
between.2001 N.Y. Times June 17 ix. 3/3 The living room has a spare red seating system and metal cocktail tables.1913-2001(Hide quotes)1893 Life October 5. 215/1 I can only tell you guys for ten minutes at cocktail time, once a week.1958 J. Betjeman Coll. Poems 260 Your lives were good and safer than ours at the time of the cocktail
at Church Times 4 luglio 48/4 At At sat at his desk from nine o'clock at the time of the cocktail, whether he wrote or not.1893-2008(Hide quotations)1950 New Yorker December 9, 133/1 For someone very soignée, a black silk cocktail umbrella, with a black antelope handle studded with small rhinestones.1971 Daily Tel. A cherry glace 3
umbrellas (optional).2010 J. Davis Cocktails 110 Garnish with pineapple wedges, maraschino cherry and umbrella cocktail.1950-2010(Hide quotes)1941 Bakersfield Californian 29 Mar. Staff members include Florence 'Mickey' Classi.. cocktail maid.. formerly of the Ritz.1954 New Yorker 27 Mar. 71/3 Beautiful cocktail waitresses tiptoeing
in their western boots.1975 El Paso (Texas) Herald-Post May 9 d2/4 (advt.) Expert cocktail waitress needed for an elegant concept.2010 restaurant K. Price-Glynn Strip Club i. 25 Work [in a strip club] as a cocktail waitress.. I played hostess in the last men's playground.1941-2010 (Hide quotes) quotes)
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